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statement and. push th-t to the fore and saying that ut±u explains all the rest of

Scripture--we must take various statements and. blance them one aginst the other and get

full orb and picture of truth. Here it is contrasted. with Jews--it would strongly suggest

Gentiles. He is still assuming there are Jews though he is not including Jews --there were

these Jews in the council and. they are already in the kingdom. If you have a preference to

interpreting the verse differently, I have no objection--I would be absolutely sure that

he is speaking here of Gentiles, and there are Jews, because there were Jews right there

with them. Timothy was Jew, with a Greek father and. not circumcised--so Paul did. not

understand this to mean that the Jews shouldn't be circumcised but that it referred to the

Jews. Those that are following him-that they might follow him even more fully, though

you couldn't be dogmatic about it. He is bringing out that there will be Gentiles when

Christ comes back, and therefore it is not our duty to make all the Christians Jews. He

doesn't say all the Gentiles, but all which the Lord. calls out. I think this fits in the

beet with the interpretation and with the LXX. To say that the church is predicted, that

would have nothing to do with this.

_f_-242 - I think the right attitude towards the Bible is to move forward in two ways-

(1) Go over all the pages of Scripture and. getting the things that are clear and at the same

time(2) move over some places more and more of the details. We find certain things that are

abso].ttely clear. We know there will be some Christians who will be Gentiles, and. this is

a thing that is predicted by God. through Amos--His general plan is that He is going to

return and. is going to set up the tabernacle of David that is fallen down. These two things

are absolutely clear, and the other thing to do is to take other passages that are clear and

see if if the residue of people are Jews--that seems the most logical to me, and what does

he mean by their seeking. Does he mean that they will come up to Jerusalem during the

mill., or does that mean they simply will be their representatives--in any page you will

find questions like that, and it is a very fine thing to note the questions and. get them

in mind and then as you read. other portions of the Bible, it will. gie you some of the

answers tht you. had. been looking for, and. you never wo"ld see it if you didn't have the

problem in,ind. Don't do like Dr. Machen used. to tell of the man that said let us look
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